IT Consulting Services
▪ Service Offerings
▪ Credentials

Confidential

Service Offerings
IT BUSINESS PROCESS DESIGN
AND DEVELOPMENT

IT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
AND ENHANCEMENT

IT GOVERNANCE

▪ Development and review of IT Policies and
Procedures

▪ Information System Audit

▪ GRC Implementation and Support

▪ Control Automation

▪ User Access Design and Review

▪ Post Implementation Review

▪ PMO and Quality Assurance

▪ IT Product Evaluation

▪ Data Governance

‒ Policy Manuals
‒ Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
Manuals
‒ User Manuals and Guides

▪ IT Vendor Evaluation

‒ Process Maps

CYBERSECURITY
COMPLIANCE

DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS

OTHER VALUE ADDED
SERVICES

▪ Cybersecurity Compliance Assurance

▪ Robotic Process Automation

▪ IT Annual Maintenance Services

▪ Vulnerability Assessment Penetration Testing

▪ Enterprise Mobility

▪ Business Continuity Planning
▪ Cyber Crisis Management

‒ Development of mobile business solutions
across all supportable OS platforms
▪ BI Analytics Support

‒ Including ERP, CRM,SRM or any other
business vertical solution
▪ Projects System Implementation & Support
‒ Including SAP PS, Primavera, MSP

‒ Design and Review of Reports and
Dashboards

PKC Advisory
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Development and Review of IT Policies and Procedures
Setting up the IT environment is equally important as creating the protocols for the usage of all the
related Information Technology assets. Comprehensive policies & procedures adequately define the
roles and responsibilities of employees with regard to effective utilization and maintenance of information
assets.
PKC Advisory helps organization by developing concrete IT Policies and Procedures manuals (PPM)
which are tailored to its specific needs ensuring optimal use of IT resources and at the same time
providing a secured environment for smooth dissemination of information across the organization.

Our Approach

1

2

Key
Benefits

Increased
Operational
Efficiency

Stronger Process
Encompassing
the IT
Environment

Enhanced
Security
Environment

Minimized
Risk of Data
leaks & losses

Effective
Communication
and
Enforcement
of IT policy

Value Proposition

Review &
Gap Analysis

▪ Review of existing policies and guidelines
▪ Identify gaps in current guidelines, procedures and suggest suitable
recommendations in line with leading practices

Design &
Development

▪ Identify TO-BE policies and procedures in line with leading practices
▪ Develop and design comprehensive IT policies and procedures

Aligned with IT Strategies

Cross-Sector Industry Experience

Business Process Expertise

3

Implementation
& Support

▪ Communicate and facilitate in the enforcement of PPMs within the
organization
▪ Provide periodic review and support on the PPM maintenance

Successful Case Credentials

PKC Advisory
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Information System Audit
Since the emergence of computers, the technology has grown wider, encompassing all industry
solutions & business processes and has reached a point where machines communicate with each
other without human intervention. With such substantial dependency on computers, organizations
need to follow necessary protocols to avoid any instances of data leakages, data forgery, hacking, etc.
that may result in financial and reputational loss.

Key
Benefits

Assured
System Integrity,
Availability &
Confidentiality
Strengthened IT
Environment
Ensured
Internal & External
Compliance

PKC Advisory assists its clients in conducting Information System Audits to identify and highlight
any exceptions and inconsistencies in their existing IT landscape and also suggesting suitable
remediation plans.

Our Approach

Enhanced IT
Controls

Scope
Report

System & Access Controls

Evaluate
Assess

Policies & Procedures

Plan

▪ Prepare the audit
charter and align
expectation
▪ Specify the clear
authority and right to
access the clients
data with clear
accountability

▪ Identify the risks that
can be potential
threats and perform
risk analysis to
prioritize the key
risks
▪ Identify the system
controls in place and
check the adequacy

▪ Evaluate the
controls based on
the testing results
▪ Obtain the
sufficient, reliable
and relevant
evidences

▪ Draft audit report
highlighting the
findings, conclusions
and
recommendations
▪ Submit the final
report to the
management

Network Security
Vulnerability Assessment

Legal Compliances
IT Procurements
PKC Advisory
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Control Automation
A robust internal control framework has now become a mandate rather than a choice for the organizations to
safeguard and protect themselves from potential frauds and misappropriations. Having an automated control
vis-à-vis manual control results in preventing human intervention thereby reducing the chances of occurrence of
such errors and incidents.
An organization with higher degree of control automation is better equipped to manage and mitigate
enterprise-wide risks as compared to organization relying on manual controls

Analyze

Improved
Efficiency &
Productivity

Reduced
Instances of
Fraud & Errors

its

PKC Advisory helps its clients in their endeavor to achieve maximum control automation by effective
assessment of their internal control system and identifying opportunities for transitioning from manual to
automated controls, hence ensuring a stronger governance portfolio.

Our Approach

Key
Benefits

Stronger Process
Encompassing
the IT
Environment

Minimized
Risk of Data
leaks & losses

Enhanced
Security

Value Proposition
Automate

Test

Run
Business Process Expertise

▪ Conduct multiple
workshops to
understand the
business process, IT
environment and
requirements
▪ Evaluate the
opportunity to
automate possible
controls
▪ Prepare the business
blueprint document
and obtain the sign-off

▪ Initiate the
development as per
the business blueprint
▪ Prepare the test cases
and training document
including user manuals
and guides
▪ Perform the unit testing
once the development
is completed

▪ Facilitate the training
for the users
▪ Initiate the user
acceptance testing
(UAT) and record the
testing results
▪ Resolve the issues
raised during the UAT
phase
▪ Obtain the final sign-off
upon successful
completion of UAT

▪ Prepare the final data
and import/ transport
the development file to
the production server
▪ Execute the
developments in the
production server for a
successful Go-Live
▪ Provide the Go-Live
support for resolution
of any issues and
handover

Experienced Team with cross-sector
Industry Knowledge
Proven Expertise in Risk & Control
Domain

Best Practices Deployment

PKC Advisory
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IT Product Evaluation
In today’s era of digitization, software has become the most critical facilitator for any organization. It is
impossible to imagine an organization working without any software.
With growing demand for procuring software, the assessment and evaluation of the right software has
become an imperative activity.
PKC Advisory assists its clients to evaluate and select the most appropriate software product that will
address organizations’ business needs for efficient execution of their business operations.

Key
Benefits

Effective &
Comprehensive
Evaluation

Improved future
evaluation

Cost-efficient
selection with
optimal benefits

Significant
saving of
management
time and effort

Ensured
compliance

Our Approach

Conduct
workshops/
interviews with
business units

Assess the
presentation
and provide
the scoring

Prepare and
Issue the
RFP

Finalize the IT
product based
on the technical
and commercial
scoring

Maintainability

Efficiency

Understand the
client’s business
processes

Prepare the
Software
Requirement
Specification

Evaluate the
responses and
invite for
presentation

Evaluate the
proposal and
provide the
scoring

Negotiate &
provide the
Notice of Award
to the winner

Functionality

Software
Asset

Accessibility

Reliability

Usability

PKC Advisory
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IT Vendor Evaluation
The success of any IT business solution or a software is not dependent on the spectrum of
functionalities it provides but rather depends on how it has been implemented within the organization to
effectively address its requirements. That is where the selection of the right Implementation Partner
becomes very critical. Such decision requires detailed evaluation of vendor attributes such as scope,
experience, timelines, expectations, capabilities, cost and other critical factors.

Key
Benefits

Faster &
Cost Effective
Significant
Savings in
Organization’s
Time & Effort
Scientific
Evaluation based
Approach

PKC Advisory assists its clients to evaluate and select the most appropriate vendor that will help them
in ensuring smooth and successful implementation of the IT solutions.

Our Approach

1

2

3

Requirement
Building

Quality &
Reliability

Vendor Selection Attributes
▪
▪
▪
▪

Conduct multiple workshops to understand the business requirements
Prioritize the requirements vis-à-vis “Critical” and “Nice to have”
Conduct technical feasibility of requirements against the IT product
Create the business requirement document (BRD) and obtain sign-off

Vendor
Evaluation

▪ Create and float the RFP against the BRD, including adequate vendor evaluation
criteria like case credentials, financials, years in business, quality of proposal etc.
▪ Evaluate the responses and invite the vendors for the demo/ presentation
▪ Evaluate the proposals on technical and commercial parameters and provide the
final scoring

Selection &
Award

▪ Shortlist the primary and secondary vendor based on the scoring parameters
▪ Invite shortlisted vendors for the negotiation
▪ Facilitate in final selection and award of contract

✓

Reasonable Pricing

✓

Relevant Credentials

✓

Optimized Timeline & Approach

✓

Experienced Team

✓

Product Understanding

✓

Process Understanding

PKC Advisory
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Post Implementation Review
Completion of an IT project doesn’t guarantee its successful implementation. The real test of successful
project implementation is based on its ability of being effectively utilized by the organization to suitably
address its business needs.
Post Implementation review helps an organization to evaluate the effectiveness of an IT system with
an objective of what it was envisaged to perform vis-a-vis how it is performing now in terms of,
Functionality, Performance and Return of Investment. The review also enables organization to assess
any further enhancements required in the system.

PKC Advisory helps its clients to get most out of the product by conducting comprehensive PostImplementation Review vis-à-vis business requirements, best practices and legal compliances.

Our Approach

1

2

3

Workshop

Key
Benefits

Evaluation of
Intended
Benefits

Developing &
Incorporating Best
Practices

Improved IT
Effectiveness

Optimized
Investment
Decision

Lessons
Learned

Review Parameters
▪ Hold multiple workshops with the core business users and IT team to understand
the business requirement and the current IT environment.
▪ Understand the current challenges and business needs which are not being
addressed.

Review

▪ Conduct detailed IT system analysis covering the key areas including configuration
check, master data, legal compliances, utilizations, internal controls.
▪ Documentation the analyses finding.

Report

▪ Prepare the draft report highlighting the observations, risks, impact and suitable
recommendations
▪ Present the draft report to all the key stakeholders and seek there inputs
▪ Incorporate the inputs in the final report and obtain the sign-off

Utilization

Internal
Controls

Configuration
Check

Legal
Compliance

Master Data
Sanity

Improvements

PKC Advisory
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Data Governance
Companies today are using data from multiple sources and applications. As a result, managing such
data and ensuring it’s correctness and completeness becomes a major challenge.

Key
Benefits

Data Governance is a framework for cataloging data in terms of availability, applicability, integrity and
security.
PKC Advisory helps organizations by providing an array of data governance solutions enabling them in
managing and leveraging the entity data and information assets for smooth conduct of day to day
operations.

Our Approach
▪ Process Understanding
▪ Data discovery and profiling
▪ Master Data Analysis

▪ Training
▪ Implementation of the new data
governance framework

Enforce

Discover

Define
▪ Data Classification
▪ Data Relationship
▪ Policies & Procedures

Monitor
▪ Data creation, transfer,
modification, deletion
▪ Reports and Dashboards
PKC Advisory
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GRC Implementation and Support
Strong Governance, Managed Risks and Ensured compliance are fundamental objectives for any
organization. However in modernized technological perspective, manual monitoring on SOD violations,
disintegrated risks & controls framework, inability to abide with the legal compliances and companies
policies. GRC solution enables organization with managed regulations and policies, automated control
monitoring, built-in risks framework, Preventive access control violations, centralized real time
reporting and many more functionalities which help consolidate the complete view of risks, controls and
legal compliances.
PKC Advisory helps organization in automating the complete GRC framework by implementing the
GRC solution across the respective ERP platforms.

Key
Benefits
Centralized Risk Monitoring System

Preventive and Detective Mechanism

Our Approach
Real Time SOD Mitigation &
Remediation

Design

Build

▪ Conduct multiple workshops ▪ Initiate the implementation
to understand current Risk
by configuring the GRC
and controls environment
system as per the business
▪ Understand current IT
blueprint
system for risk and controls ▪ Create the relevant data
analysis, pain points, gaps
and initiate the unit testing
and business needs
▪ Create the user manuals
▪ Document the business
and other training
blueprint with recommended
documents
best practice as per the
respective industry
standards

Test

Live

▪ Prepare the user
acceptance testing scripts
▪ Provide the end user
training for all the relevant
functionalities configured
▪ Facilitate the UAT and
record the issues
▪ Resolve the issues after
the UAT and obtain signoff

▪ Initiate the master data
readiness using templates,
key data structure, etc.
▪ Import/Transport the
configuration and
customization to
Production
▪ Check the production
server and initiate the first
transaction for Go-Live

Automated Workflow for Approvals and
Execution

Centralized Investigation Mechanism

Centralized Controls Self Assessment

PKC Advisory
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PMO & Quality Assurance
The success of any project depends on three critical verticals: Time, Cost and Quality and that is where a Project Manager plays the pivotal role for ensuring the
project is successfully completed within the decided budget, timeline and with optimized quality
Through its PMO & Quality Assurance services, PKC advisory performs an oversight role by acting as a project proctor to keep a close supervision on the project
progress against the envisaged milestones and highlights the deviations proactively to ensure timely realization of project objectives

Our Approach

Initiate

Plan

Design

Build

Test

Run
Closure

▪
▪
▪

Project Charter
Project Plan
Project Kick-off

▪
▪

▪

▪

Reporting and
Communication
Matrix
SME Validation on
proposed design as
per the expertise and
industry best practice
Design Review
Document which
includes findings and
recommendations
Project Status and
Steering Committee
meeting

▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

Execution Monitoring
PMO Governance
Framework
SME Validation on
system realization as
per agreed and
signed-off design
document
SME Validation on
Unit Testing ,User
Manuals and Test
Script
SME Validation on
controls and
compliance

▪
▪
▪
▪

Facilitate training and
UAT
SME Validation on
Issue resolution
PMO Governance
Framework
Project Status and
steering committee
meeting

▪
▪
▪
▪

SME Validation on
Production Data
Readiness
Facilitate Go-Live
SME validation on
post Go-Live issue
resolution
PMO Governance
Framework and
handover

Plan

Quality
Gate

Analyze
Monitor &

Execute

Control

PKC Advisory
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User Access Design and Review
In the current age of information technology, a well defined roles and responsibilities framework helps
the organization in strengthening its internal control environment and safeguarding it from any potential
fraudulent activities and errors.
PKC Advisory assists its clients in comprehensive design and review of user access and authorizations
by following the “Role-based Access” approach.

Key
Benefits

Managed
Access

Minimum SOD
Violation

Preventive Risk
Mechanism

Enhanced
Access
Controls

Prevention
from
Potentiation
Financial
Losses

Our Approach

Review
& Analysis

Conduct multiple
workshops to understand
organization, Roles &
Responsibilities

Review current roles and
responsibilities matrix

Review the policies and
procedures for allocation of
user access

Run the SOD rule-set
against the Roles and
Responsibilities matrix

Prepare the report
highlighting the conflicts
and suggest corrective
actions

Design
& Develop

Conduct multiple
workshops to understand
organization, Roles &
Responsibilities

Design the roles &
responsibilities matrix as
per the industry best
practices

Run the SOD rule-set
against the Roles and
Responsibilities matrix

Identify the conflicts if any
and remediate.

Develop compensatory
controls for the non
remediable SOD instances

Analyze the user access
authorization framework
periodically

Run the SOD rule-set
against the Roles and
Responsibilities matrix

Identify the conflicts if any
and remediate.

Develop compensatory
controls for the non
remediable SOD instances

Update the user access
authorization framework

Periodic
Access
Review

PKC Advisory
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Business Continuity Planning
Information Technology has become a critical asset for an organization. But with the positive
essentials comes negative aspects as well e.g. in the event of a business disruption resulting in system
failure even for a short duration, it can adversely affect an organization financially and legally which may
also result in its loss of reputation.

Key
Benefits

Minimized
Effect of
Disruption
Minimized
Losses

PKC Advisory assists its clients in their endeavour of business continuity by preparing a comprehensive
BCP framework, testing and a supervision program to ensure seamless IT operations in an event of
business disruption.

Our Approach

Sustained
Reputation
Improved
Enterprise
Resilience

Focus Area

Business
Process
Understanding

Risk
Assessment

Business
Impact
Analysis

▪ Conduct
multiple
workshops for
the complete
understanding
of business
processes

▪ Identify the
risks that can
be potential
threat to
critical
business
processes

▪ Perform the
Business
Impact
Analysis to
gauge the
impact of the
potential risks.

▪ Identify &
document
critical
processes

▪ Perform the
risk analysis
and prioritize
the most
relevant risks

▪ Determine
how severe
can impact be
on the
business

Solution
Design
▪ Create of well
organized
document
which contains
step by step
instruction or
responses to
be followed in
an event of
disaster

Testing

Continuous
Improvement

▪ Initiate testing
including
walkthrough
and simulation

▪ Periodically
reassess the
risk, impacts
and strategies.

▪ Document the
results and
obtain the
sign-off after
the successful
completion

▪ Make
necessary
correction for
continuous
improvements

Project
Definition

Training,
Awareness &
Exercising

Plan
Development

Risk
Assessment

360⁰
Focus

Business
Impact
Analysis
Recovery
Strategies

PKC Advisory
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Cyber Crisis Management
Organizations today are using IT network infrastructure for sourcing data from multiple channels and
this ever increasing dependency on network has also brought in cyber-hazards in the form of DDOS,
SQL injection, Man in the Middle, Phishing and Malware.

Methodology

Prepare
Cyber Crisis Management (CCM) is a comprehensive approach to manage these cyber-attacks before,
during and after the incidents to avoid any disruptions in business operations.
PKC Advisory assists its clients in combating against cyber-attacks proactively by creating an effective
Crisis Management Plan

Respond
Strategy

Our Approach

Ready Resources
24X7 Monitoring
Coordinated
Responses

Recover
Define

Develop

Test

▪ Cyber risks

▪ Response
Framework

▪ Walkthrough

▪ Sensitive Data
▪ Business Impact

Transparent
Communication
Chain of
Command

▪ Simulation

▪ Communication
protocols

Continued Business
Operations

▪ Crisis
Management Plan

Incident
Assessment
Continuous
Improvement
PKC Advisory
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Cybersecurity Compliance Assurance
Internet has proved to be an exemplary boon for the global business and it is very difficult to imagine
any business operation running without this imperative networking asset. While Internet has been the
outright blessing, there are adverse effects as well and perhaps the most conspicuous among them
being the cyber-attack.

Key
Benefits
Ensure
System
Security

PKC Advisory assists its clients in their endeavour for a secured networking environment by assuring
the compliances as per the respective regulations followed in the region.

Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS)

Man-in-theMiddle (MiTM)

Reduce
Overhead
Cost

Increase
Transparency

Cybersecurity Compliances

Most Common Cyber Threats

Distributed Denial
of Services (DDoS)

Reduce
Legal
Risks

NIST

Malware

ADISS

HITECH

BASEL

NESA

Phishing

SQL Injection
CAITL

PKC Advisory
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Vulnerability Assessment Penetration Testing
Cyber threats have become more prominent in the recent times whereby unethical hackers are able to
penetrate the network infrastructure of organizations, causing them huge financial and reputation
losses. From ransomware to fireball, cyber threats have been constantly increasing and adversely
impacting businesses regardless of their size.

Identified
Vulnerable
Security
Optimized
Area
Sustained
Security
Company’s
Investment
Reputation

Key
Benefits

Ensured
Regulatory
Compliance

PKC Advisory assists its clients in comprehensive evaluation and assessment of network security
parameters and therefore build a robust defence mechanism against any potential cyber-attack.

2
3
4

Customer/
Partner
Relationship
Sustainability

Our Scope

Our Approach

1

Enhanced IT
Performance

Assess

▪ Understand the current IT infrastructure including network, hardware, software, servers,
mobile and other related application from “hackers“ perspective

Identify

▪ Perform the series of tests on the system to identify the most vulnerable areas in the
network infrastructures
▪ Document, quantify and prioritize the vulnerabilities

Exploit

▪ Perform the penetration testing by simulating the actual attack
▪ Evaluate the computer or network's security levels based on the defined test objective

Report

▪ Perform the penetration testing by simulating the actual attack
▪ Evaluate the computer or network's security levels based on the defined test objective

Data Encryption
Web Applications Inspection
Firewalls Integrity Check
Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment
Source Code Analysis

PKC Advisory
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Business Intelligence Analytics Support (BIAS)
In today’s digital age of communication, data analytics and business intelligence play a pivotal role
in facilitating the management in informed decision-making. Digital landscapes are only significant if
they are able to analyze historical data for effective insights and productive outcomes.
PKC Advisory helps organizations turn their data into meaningful insights and outcomes, by delivering
business intelligence through rich analytical solutions. We leverage our expertise in analytical space
across multiple industry sectors to ensure successful delivery for enhanced management reporting.

Key
Benefits
Significant
Saving of
Management
Time

Improved
Decision
Making
Intuitive Data
Presentation

Better
Performance &
Profitability

Our Services
Business
Intelligence

▪ Design and Implement BI Tools to support management reporting
and for evaluation of historical, current and predictive business data

Big Data

Data
Management

▪ Facilitate Big Data analytics by fetching desired data from
varied data platforms or sources

▪ Create, manage and propagate data for all business processes

Data Reporting &
Visualization

▪ Integrate data from different sources, compute,
report & visualize

PKC Advisory
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Enterprise Mobility
Flexible

In this competitive era, enterprises are utilizing more and more cutting edge technology to improve the
way they execute their business operations in order to achieve maximum productivity and better
customer engagements.
PKC Advisory helps organizations integrate their business operations on a suitable mobile platform to
enable them execute the responsibilities while on the move. Our team of experts help create easy-touse mobile solutions for both internal and external usages by employees and customers.

Portable

Salient
Features

Our Services
Accessible

Swift

UserFriendly

Manage
Strategy
Help organization in
defining the roadmap for
mobile business solutions
including hardware,
network and security

Comprehensively manage
organization’s mobility
services including
procurement, deployment
and maintenance

Train
Train staff on mobile
solution usage and utilities

Design

Support

Design and develop the
complete lifecycle for
mobile-based business
solution

Support the existing mobile
application platform for
maintenance on an ongoing basis

Transform
Aid in transforming the
current mobile environment
to newer and faster
platform

PKC Advisory
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Robotic Process Automation
Human interference in today’s competitive digital age is fast becoming obsolete, especially when
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning are taking over the technological world. Today’s
organization needs futuristic approach for executing business operations by inculcating maximum
automation and minimum manual intrusion.
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is the latest step in the technological evolution which helps in
automation of high volumes of repeatable tasks e.g. transactions, calculations, queries, MIS and many
more.

Key
Benefits

Rapid
Processing

Increased
Productivity

Improved
Efficiency

High Cost
Saving

Scaling with
Ease

Our Approach
▪
▪
▪

Hold multiple workshops to understand the business process, IT environment and requirements
Segregate the tasks as “repeated”, “time consuming” and those require frequent report creation
Prepare the business blueprint document and obtain the sign-off

▪
▪
▪

Initiate the development as per the business blueprint
Perform the unit testing and make the necessary corrections
Prepare the test cases and training document including user manuals and guides

▪
▪
▪
▪

Facilitate the training for the users
Initiate the user acceptance testing (UAT) and record the testing results
Resolve the issues raised during the UAT
Obtain the final sign-off upon successful completion of UAT

▪
▪
▪

Prepare the final data and import/transport the development files to the production server
Execute the developments in the production server for a successful Go Live
Provide support for any issues and handover

Workshop

Velocity

Volume

Realization

Training &
Testing

Go-Live &
Support

Value

PKC Advisory
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Annual Maintenance Services
In this age of modern technology where organizations use multiple IT solutions for executing their
business processes, a proper and an effective maintenance of IT assets is of prime importance to
ensure smooth functioning of business operations.
PKC advisory helps its clients with comprehensive IT Annual Maintenance Solutions by ensuring
round-the-clock support in managing and upkeep of IT assets and suitably addressing and resolving
the day-to-day challenges in IT environment such as bugs, system failure, version upgrades,
enhancements, etc.

Applications

ERP

Migration

Expert
Advice

Review

Custom
Solutions

Ticketing

HR

Mobility

Other

Training &
Awareness

24X7
Maintenance

Issues
Upgrade

L1
Support
Infrastructure

Analytics

System
Admin

Cloud

SCM

CRM

Multi Level
Support

L2
Support

Scope
L3
Support
PKC Advisory
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Credentials

PKC Advisory
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Illustrative Assignments
▪ Information System Audit (ISA) for the government-owned electricity
company of Singapore

▪ Assisted client in Data governance solution for ERP system for one of the
leading real state companies in India

▪ Development of IT Policy and Procedure Manual for a leading
wholesaler and retailer of coffee, nuts, spices, grains and dry fruits in KSA

▪ Implementation of SAP GRC Process Control for one of the leading oil &
gas companies in India

▪ SAP ERP Post Implementation Review including MM, SD, FICO, PP, QM
and PM modules for one of the leading mobile manufacturing companies in
India

▪ Annual Maintenance services for SAP MM, SD, FICO and PS modules
for one of the leading real estate companies in India

▪ Implementation of Integrated SAP GRC suite including Access Control,
Process Control and Risk Management for one of the leading FMEG
companies in India
▪ Design of ERP SOD Matrix for the government owned electricity & utilities
company of Sabah-Malaysia
▪ SAP ERP Post Implementation Review for migration from VAT to GST
taxation model for one of the leading construction equipment companies in
Japan
▪ Development of Mobile application in Human Resources domain for the
electric equipment’s manufacturing company based out of India
▪ Implementation of SAP Project System module for one of the leading
optical fiber companies in India
▪ Project Management and Quality Assurance for one of the leading
automobile manufacturing companies in India

▪ Assisted client in VAT to GST Migration and provided Quality
Assurance services for one of the leading mobile manufacturing
companies in India
▪ Developed Dashboards and Reports for Finance and Procurement
functions using SAP BI/BO for one of the leading real estate companies in
India
▪ Review and Design of User Access and SOD matrix in ERP system for
one of the leading FMEG companies in India
▪ Implementation of SAP GRC Access Control for one of the leading
foods and packaging companies in Philippines

▪ User Access Review of SAP S/4 HANA for one of the leading automobile
manufacturing companies in India
▪ Design and Automating of Controls in SAP HANA system for one of the
leading retail and telecom companies in India

PKC Advisory
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Illustrative Assignments
▪ Automation of Manual Controls in ERP system for one of the leading
FMEG companies in India
▪ Assisted Client in ERP Product and Vendor evaluation/ selection
including Requirement analysis, RFP creation, Pre-Bid, Contracting, SLA,
Hardware etc. for an Agricultural based Public Sector Unit in India
▪ ITGC Audit for one of the leading industrial engineering companies based
of India.
▪ Implementation of SAP GRC Access Control for one of the leading
logistic companies based out of Sweden
▪ SAP ERP Post Implementation Review for migration from VAT to GST
taxation model for one of the leading oil & gas companies in India

▪ Implementation of SAP GRC Access Control and Process Control
modules for one of the leading telecom companies in US
▪ Review and Design of User Access and SOD matrix in ERP system for
one of the leading solar distribution and installation companies in India
▪ Implementation of SAP Project System module for one of the leading
real estate companies in India
▪ Automation of Manual Controls in ERP system for one of the leading oil
& gas companies in India
▪ Robotic Process Automation for accounts payable process for one of the
leading mobile manufacturing companies in India

▪ Proof of concept on Implementation of SAP Business Integrity
Screening (Fraud Management) module for one of leading multinational
companies based out of India
▪ Implementation of SAP GRC Access Control for the government owned
electricity & utilities company of Sabah-Malaysia
▪ Project Management and Quality Assurance for SAP VAT to GST
Migration for one of the leading construction equipment companies in
Japan
▪ Assisted client in Data Governance including Data cleansing, Data
formats, etc. in ERP system for one of leading telecom companies in India
▪ Development of Mobile application for GRC Access Control for one of
the leading oil & gas companies in India
▪ Annual Maintenance services for SAP GRC Access Control and Process
Control modules for one of the leading oil & gas companies in India
▪ Implementation of SAP GRC Access Control for the government owned
electricity & utilities company of Malaysia

▪ User Access Review in ERP system for one of the leading telecom
companies based out of India
▪ Implementation support for Microsoft Navision for one of the leading
retail marketing companies of India

PKC Advisory
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Case Studies
Information System Audit (ISA) for the electricity and gas
provider government unit of Singapore

Automation of Manual Controls in ERP system for one of the
leading oil & gas companies in India

Our Client

Our Client

Government-owned entity of Singapore involved in electricity and gas transmission,
distribution and support services.

Leading oil & gas production company based out of India.
The Business Situation

The Business Situation

The objective of the assignment was to review the IT landscape and conduct
Information System Audit canvasing the different areas viz. Network, Access, Policies
& Procedures, Vendor Assessment and Change Management.

The objective of the assignment was to replace existing manual controls with
automated controls across business functions including Sales, Procurement, Finance,
Human Resources, Treasury, Production Planning, Quality Management and Plant
Maintenance for its 3 locations.

Our Role

Our Role

As a part of the approach, workshops were conducted with the key personnel of the
organization to gain complete understanding of the current IT environment. Potential
risks were identified and controls were evaluated across the respective area of
Information systems.

Workshops and interviews were held with key IT users of the respective business
processes to gain complete understanding of the operations.

Based on the system analysis, detailed audit report was drafted which highlighted
findings and recommendations which were discussed with the senior management
and suitable action plans were determined for implementation.
The Value We Added
Basis our recommendations, the organization took necessary corrective measures to
remediate the deviations noted during the audit review.

Thereafter Risk and Control Matrices of these functions were reviewed and evaluated
to determine the potential for automating the controls.
List of more than 150 controls were identified which were automated using ABAP
Language and SQL queries in the system.

The Value We Added
The implementation helped the Client in their endeavour to reach maximum control
automation ensuring effective risk management framework thereby strengthening
their overall governance portfolio.

Through this exercise, the Client was able to understand the current level of security
in its IT landscape and undertook necessary actions to strengthen the same.
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Case Studies (Contd..)
Implementation of Integrated SAP GRC suite for one of the
leading FMEG companies in India

Project Management and Quality Assurance for one of the
leading automobile manufacturing companies in India

Our Client

Our Client

Leading Fast Moving Electrical Goods company based out of India.

Leading Automobile manufacturing company based out of India.

The Business Situation

The Business Situation

As part of stronger governance roadmap, this assignment was focused to review and
automate the Enterprise Risk Management framework by analysing and improving
the current gaps and implementing the integrated SAP Governance, Risk and
Compliance suite covering all 3 modules i.e. Risk Management, Process Control and
Access Control for multiple business processes across 7 company codes.

The client was going through a full scale greenfield ERP implementation
encompassing multiple lines of business across India and required assistance for
monitoring the quality across the various project execution phases.

Our Role
Conducted workshops with all the key users across the multiple business lines of the
7 entities to gain complete understanding of the environment, requirement and
challenges. This was followed by correction and amendment of the current Risk &
Control Matrices and creation of business blueprint document.
SAP GRC system was then built and configured as per the agreed business blueprint.
Necessary trainings was provided to the users for the User Acceptance Testing
(UAT). After the successful UAT, entire data was migrated to production for a
successful Go-Live.
The Value We Added
The implementation helped Client in establishing a fully automated Risk & Controls
framework which was a major step towards achieving a stronger corporate
governance landscape.

The objective was to ensure timely delivery with the right quality at each phase of the
project starting from initiation to closure.
Our Role

A Project Manager and a team of Subject Matter Experts were nominated for various
modules including Sales, Purchase, Finance and Controlling, Production Planning,
Plant Maintenance and Quality Management.
The role required close monitoring and review of the activities performed by the
implementation partner by following the project management principals and reporting
the deviations, if any, on a timely basis to the senior management.
The Value We Added
The exercise enabled the client to achieve timely completion of the project with the
desirable quality standards and avoiding any cost over-runs.
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Case Studies (Contd..)
Development of Mobile application in Human Resources domain
for one of the leading FMEG companies in India

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) for one of the leading mobile
manufacturing companies in India

Our Client

Our Client

Leading electric equipment’s manufacturing company based out of India.

Leading Mobile Manufacturing company based out of India.

The Business Situation

The Business Situation

The objective of this assignment was to develop fully customized mobile-based
applications for Travel and Expense processes in HR module of SAP with a view to
replicate this model for other processes across business functions.

The objective of the assignment was to automate accounts payable processes by
automatically posting the payment in ERP as soon as official invoice document is
received from the vendor in the mail inbox.

Our Role

Our Role

As a part of standard implementation approach, workshops were conducted with IT
and business users of Human Resource department to gather the requirements for
the development.

The project comprises of three member team including functional consultant, RPA
developer and a project manager along with key finance users from the client side.

SAP FIORI with HTML UI5 mobile solution was utilized as a front-end platform to
develop separate mobile applications for Travel and Expense processes respectively.
The development and testing were completed within 3 months for a successful GoLive.
The Value We Added
The solution empowered the users of the company to book their travels and submit
expenses while on the move with minimum inputs and faster processing. The
successful delivery of the project encouraged the client to take further steps towards
digitization of its other business processes.

The development was completed in 1,5 months including successful completion of
User Acceptance Testing (UAT). It took around a week to complete the production
setup for a successful Go Live.
The Value We Added
The solution helped client in saving significant time for posting the payments to the
vendor and at the same accuracy for successful payment within the given timeframe
was increased which ensured stronger relationship with the vendors.
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Email : info@pkcadvisory.com

Website : www.pkcadvisory.com
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